Introduction
In order to understand the contemporary jurisdiction of the Australian states, there is a need for an understanding of the historical development of their jurisdiction, and to some extent, the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth Government. This is in part because the jurisdiction of the Australian states offshore has historically been very limited, and these limitations have flowed through into contemporary practice. For the most part, the states have been reluctant to apply their laws to their adjacent maritime areas, and understanding the reasons for this is important.
Historical background
Going back to the origins of the states as colonies within the British Empire, there was a dearth of colonial practice with regard to the law of the sea. The latter half of the 19th Century saw the growth of the doctrine of colonial extraterritorial legislative incompetence.
1 This doctrine prevented colonial legislatures from making laws that applied beyond the limits of the colony, which included ocean areas. When combined with the English decision of R v Keyn (The Franconia) 2 which indicated that the common law jurisdiction of the courts ended at the sea shore in the absence of legislation specifically extending jurisdiction offshore, the result was to severely limit the ability of the colonies to make laws for their offshore areas. 3 The doctrine of colonial extraterritorial incompetence was formally removed for the Australian states with the Australia Act 1986 (Imp). This Act explicitly gave the states power to legislate with extraterritorial effect. However, while section 2 of the Australia Act 1986 expressly states each state has the power to make law with extraterritorial operation, the High Court appears to have maintained the pre-Australia Act restriction of establishing a nexus between the state and the activity being regulated. The test for a sufficient connection has been liberally applied. 4 Another reason for the virtual absence of national legislation relating to offshore areas through this period can be found in the Constitutional division of state and Commonwealth power in Australia. The Constitution does give the power to regulate both external affairs (s 51(xxix)) and fisheries beyond territorial limits (s 51(x)) to the Commonwealth. 5 However, prior to Federation and for many years afterward, it was believed that the former power had no application to fisheries, and that the latter pertained only to waters beyond the territorial sea. 6 It was believed that the state Parliaments had jurisdiction over the territorial sea. 7 As such, the Commonwealth took little action in relation to offshore areas believing (erroneously, as the High Court was later to point out) that the extent of its powers were circumscribed by the constitutional arrangements for territorial waters, and international law for those waters beyond.
The accommodation between the Commonwealth and states over offshore jurisdiction began to come under stress in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Two judges of the High Court in Bonser v La Macchia 8 had expressed the view that state jurisdiction effectively ended at the low water mark, and that all waters (save state internal waters) were within the Commonwealth's sphere of control. 9 With the installation in late 1972 of the Whitlam Government in Canberra, with its centralist platform, confrontation on control of Australia's offshore areas seemed inevitable.
10
Conflict did take place with the passing of the Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973 (Cth) . This vested all of the territorial sea, save internal waters of the states such that existed immediately prior to Federation, in the Commonwealth. 11 The Act also sought to give effect to the provisions of the 1958 Territorial Sea and Continental Shelf Conventions, and provided for the making of Proclamations for territorial sea baselines, the breadth of the territorial sea, the closing of historic bays, the limits of the continental shelf and the making of the limits of both territorial sea and the continental shelf charts. 6 The proposition that the Commonwealth would have no power over the territorial sea is evident from the Constitutional Convention debates over the precursor to s 51(x) in 1898: see Debates of the Australasian Constitutional Convention, Vol V, (1898) 1855-1865 and 1872-1874. 7 Ibid; O'Connell, above n 3, 225-226. 8 (1969) 122 CLR 177. 9 See the judgments of Barwick CJ: (1969) 
12
The Court determined that the Commonwealth's position was in fact correct, and that it was responsible for all waters and seabed beyond the low water mark.
13
The core of the analysis of the High Court was the discussion of the limits of the Australian colonies immediately prior to Federation. The majority judges, Barwick CJ, McTiernan, Mason, Jacobs and Murphy JJ, were of the view that the colonies' sovereignty ended at the low water mark, and each of these judgments relied on R v Keyn to substantiate that conclusion. Their judgments also indicated, although for a variety of reasons, 14 that the Commonwealth Parliament had the power to legislate with respect to these offshore areas, and had sovereignty over them, consistent with international law. Thus the Commonwealth had the power to deal with all maritime areas that were not part of a state, and according to the court, all waters, save certain internal waters. fell into this category. 
Common law extent of the Australian states
As noted above, R v Keyn and the doctrine of colonial extraterritorial incompetence combined to limit the ability of the Australian states to extend their jurisdiction seawards. 21 The former limited their jurisdiction to the low water mark, 22 and the latter prevented them from legislating their boundaries out to sea. However, the common law, and the constitutive instruments of at least one of the colonies, did provide some scope for gaining control over the waters of various bays, historic and otherwise. waters could be subject to the jurisdiction of the land was later criticised, the basic principle was sustained, and applied in a number of cases. 27 Most of these related to rejection of Admiralty jurisdiction in rivers or ports, but some dealt with waters in quite large bays, and so are worthy of consideration in the current situation.
The most famous of these cases was the Conception Bay Case.
28 It involved consideration of whether the Government of Newfoundland could grant an exclusive right to lease the floor of Conception Bay to a submarine cable operator. The Bay's mouth was some 20 miles wide, so in the nineteenth century could not be validly closed using the then existing closing line rules. A competitor subsequently laid its cable on the seabed of the Bay, and the question before the Privy Council was whether the floor of the Bay was part of the colony of Newfoundland, permitting the government of the colony to grant exclusive rights to its use.
The Privy Council was unanimous in the view that the waters of Conception Bay were Newfoundland territory, and accordingly the Newfoundland Legislature could grant an exclusive right to use the seabed of the Bay to any individual. The Court reached this conclusion without having to consider whether there were any specific rules applicable to the closing of bays. 29 However, in the course of his judgment, Lord Blackburn (for their Lordships) stated:
It seems to them [their Lordships] that, in point of fact, the British Government has for a long period exercised dominion over this bay, and that their claim has been acquiesced by other nations, so as to shew that the bay has for a long time been occupied exclusively by Great Britain, a circumstance which in the tribunals of any country would be very important.
30
This is very reminiscent of what was later to become the doctrine of historic bays, in that British sovereignty over the bay was established by the exercise of sovereignty ('dominion' in the words of their Lordships) over a long period of time, with the acquiescence of other States. 27 A selection of the more significant cases are discussed immediately below; also 31 There, the three defendants had been convicted of wounding a man on an American ship 32 anchored in the Penarth Roads in the Bristol Channel. They appealed on the basis that the convicting jury had been drawn from the county of Glamorgan, when it was unclear that the offence had taken place in Glamorgan at all.
The Court quickly rejected this argument, and stated that they were of the view that the Bristol Channel was an 'inland sea' and that the waters closest to the littoral of any county facing onto the Channel were part of that county. In this instance, since the ship was closer to Glamorgan, that was where the offence had taken place. While the judgment's analysis of why the Bristol Channel should constitute an inland sea is unfortunately sparse, 33 it is clear that the Court regarded the waters of the Channel as British territory, although its mouth exceeded 100 nautical miles across.
34
These cases are part of the common law of Australia, 35 and are augmented by a brief reference in an Australian case, pertaining to the Gulf of St Vincent and Spencer Gulf. In R v Wilson, 36 Stow J of the South Australian Supreme Court expressed the view that a murder committed on board HMS Sappho in the waters between Kangaroo Island and the mainland of South Australia was within South Australian jurisdiction. He also indicated that his 31 (1859) 169 ER 1171; for additional discussion see Strohl, above n 28, 290-291; Edeson, above n 21, 21. 32 Strohl notes that the offence occurred 'when seagoing life could still be one of the more brutal of human experiences, and anti-social behaviour on board ships in port was annoyingly common': Strohl, above n 28, 291. Neither at the appeal nor at first instance were similar sentiments expressed. 33 The judgment of the Court was only 17 lines long, while the report of the case runs over seven pages, filled largely with the argument of counsel. 34 It is worth noting that the width of the Bristol Channel in the vicinity of Penarth is less than 20 miles across. However, in a later case, The application of the common law in respect of bays to post-Federation Australia, however, has raised other problems. Firstly, the constitutive instruments that brought the Australian colonies into juridical being also prescribed their limits, and accordingly, any bay which an Australian state could lay claim to must not be inconsistent with those instruments. 40 Most of the original colonial Letters Patent or constitutive Acts deal only with land boundaries. 42 If they refer to offshore areas at all, it is to confirm that the colony was to have jurisdiction over particular islands. 43 In addition, some of the Letters Patent also have tended to be somewhat vague in circumscribing the extent of the colonies, causing problems that, in one instance, gave rise to international complications as recently as 1976. 44 The reasons for this are obvious when one considers the time at which these documents were prepared, the lack of first-hand experience their drafters had of Australia, poor access to satisfactory charts, and the general remoteness of Australia to London. 45 The position of South Australia and the Northern Territory is different. 46 The Letters Patent that created the Province of South Australia expressly included all 'bays and gulfs' as well as Kangaroo The importance of these instruments is enhanced when one considers the position of the states with regard to their offshore areas. By virtue of the Seas and Submerged Lands Case, it is clear that the states themselves did not extend beyond the low water mark of their coastlines. In some limited circumstances, they could extend jurisdiction out to offshore areas, 50 but they could not assert their sovereignty over territorial waters. While this position has been modified by the OCS, at common law it remains unaltered. As much was confirmed by the Federal Court in Yarmirr, with Olney J at first instance.
51
The exception to the common law in this area is internal waters. If a state can establish that a particular bay, inlet or gulf is part of its internal waters, then it can assert its sovereignty over those waters, and could have done so in 1975 in spite of the Seas and Submerged Lands Case. The relevance of the Colonial Letters Patent is that they make it significantly easier for South Australia, as against the other states, to establish that the waters of a particular bay are internal waters, be they historic or otherwise The 1836 Letters Patent create a presumption in favour of South Australia that the waters of any bay on the mainland are internal waters.
52
For the other five states, the presumption is reversed and they must establish that they ought to assert their sovereignty over particular waters. 53 While not 47 South Australian Statutes 1837 -1975 (1979 precluding these states from claiming jurisdiction over bays, 54 the lack of specific reference to a grant of jurisdiction make it more difficult for them to assert the existence of an historic bay, 55 for the purposes of Australian domestic law.
In more recent times, the High Court has been compelled to wrestle with the question of jurisdiction over large bays. The jurisdictional issue involved lends itself to comparison more with the American cases considered earlier than the previous English authorities, if only because the cases here involved disputes over state and/or Federal jurisdiction over particular waters.
In Ferguson v Union Steamship Company of New Zealand,
56 Sir Victor Windeyer briefly considered whether the waters of Emu Bay near the town of Burnie in Tasmania were part of that state. After considering the old notion of land-kenning to enclose a bay, his Honour noted that the old test was 'more interesting than helpful today'. Unfortunately, Windeyer J chose not to indicate what he believed the contemporary test to be, and merely concluded that Emu Bay in toto was not part of Tasmania, although the wharves and port facilities were part of Tasmania.
Of most relevance to the discussion at hand is the High Court's decision in A Raptis & Son v South Australia. 57 In that case, the Court had to determine whether the waters of the two South Australian Gulfs were internal waters of that state, and if so whether these internal waters included the waters of the Investigator Strait between the Gulfs proper and Kangaroo Island. Clearly the waters of the Gulfs could not qualify for closure even under the most generous 24 mile closing rules for juridical bays, so the High Court's determination was in effect an assessment of whether the Gulfs of St Vincent and Spencer were historic bays, and if so how far did they extend.
58
Not all the judges chose to consider the question in terms of historic bays. Of the four majority judges, 54 This is 'bays' in the generic rather than juridical sense of the word. 55 The geographical aspects of the particular feature would require to be adequately understood and the relevant aspects of history and usage would have to be examined...But to undertake such a task, as it were, at large and for an entire coastline, and this in the absence of appropriate detailed evidence, is a course upon which this court should not, in my view, embark.
63
Neither of these two judges really seriously addressed the international law ramifications of their decisions, although perhaps there are vague echoes of the historic bay tests in Stephen J's judgment. As Professor O'Connell has observed, essentially all of the majority engaged in an exercise of statutory interpretation. 64 The minority in Raptis' Case looked a little further afield for material in making their decisions, but essentially differed with the majority on the factual question of the extent of the two Gulfs. Justice Mason reviewed both English and American authority, and specifically referred to 'historical 59 In fairness to Barwick CJ, in the course of his judgment, he did indicate some approval of the reasoning of Stephen J, who had considered some of the above material. 60 (1977 ( ) 15 ALR 223, 234-237. 61 (1977 71 In both decisions, they indicated the points used to close the bay, and these were subsequently fixed upon by the Joint Commonwealth/ South Australia Committee in 1987 as appropriate to close the bay. Neither of the decisions was reported, so it is not possible to say whether the vessels involved were Australian or foreign, or whether the magistrates involved made reference to international law.
The significance of the common law and the limits of the States is that the OCS did not alter the limits of the states -it merely gave them legislative authority to make laws with respect to waters to a distance of three nautical miles from the territorial 65 (1977) sea baselines. The OCS legislation also gave title to the seabed in this three nautical mile belt, but again this did not change the limits of the states.
This means that in the context of exercising powers at common law, the states are restricted to their old common law limits rather than being empowered under the OCS, although they can make laws and enforce them to a distance of three nautical miles within the territorial sea, and potentially further if a nexus between the activity being regulated and the state. This is significant because it means that any exercise of the executive power of a state, or the application of the common law offshore, will be limited to the common law limits of the state. (NSW) . 73 In the latter case, the High Court held that a state cannot determine the exercise of the war prerogative, and that aspect of executive power rested with the Commonwealth. This would appear to limit a state's ability to act independently in the context of security issues, although it may not prevent the Commonwealth from acting with a state in the exercise of executive power. 14 February 1983, and updated in 2002. 77 For the purposes of international law, and those of the OCS, the waters on the landward side of the baselines are internal waters. However, Olney J's discussion implicitly assumes that the common law offshore limits of the Northern Territory are still determined solely by application of the Letters Patent establishing the Province of South Australia.
78
Such an approach appears to be necessary on two grounds. Firstly, if the common law did not permit the existence of native title beyond the limits of the Territory, all native title rights beyond those limits would have been extinguished on its establishment. 79 Secondly, section 7 of the Coastal Waters (Northern Territory Title) Act 1980 (Cth) states that nothing in that Act is deemed to alter the limits of the Northern Territory. It could also be assumed that the proclamation of baselines under section 7 of the Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973 (Cth) did not alter the limits of the Territory, as to admit that possibility would have meant that similar baselines proclaimed for the States would be invalid by virtue of conflicting with section 123 of the Constitution.
80
The essential validity of Olney J's approach was confirmed on appeal. Justices Beaumont and von Doussa recognised that the application of the Act to offshore areas was problematic. 81 The majority ultimately adopted the view of Olney J that the Act did apply, and that it was unnecessary to determine the precise limits of the Northern Territory.
82 They also undertook an exhaustive examination of the limits of the Northern Territory and, while providing more detail than Olney J, were in general agreement with his conclusions.
83
The majority of the High Court on appeal sought to restrict R v Keyn to matters involving criminal jurisdiction, and to indicate the common law could be extended offshore. The Commonwealth contention that the common law does not apply beyond the low-water mark sometimes appeared, in the course of argument, to go so far as contending that the courts could give no remedies in respect of transactions or events which occurred in that area. Keyn does not warrant such a general or absolute proposition. Keyn established that, absent statutory authority, a criminal court cannot punish as criminal, conduct which happens beyond the low-water mark on vessels flying the flag of a foreign state. The same proposition, with respect to the Colonial Courts of Admiralty, previously had been established in New Zealand by R v Dodd. That conclusion owed much to the history of the criminal law and trial by jury and is a conclusion about the reach of the criminal law. As it happens, legislative action to reverse the effect of the decision in Keyn was soon taken but this may be put aside as irrelevant to the Commonwealth's contention about the common law.
84
The majority declined to explore what title the Northern Territory had acquired as a result of the OCS, only noting that the implementation of the OCS had not extinguished extant native title. 85 In noting the changes to the extent of the territorial sea since British settlement, the majority viewed the approach taken by Olney J at first instance with approval.
86
This raises an issue in the context of offshore jurisdiction to deal with maritime interception of vessels. This is because the criminal jurisdiction of the states will be in issue, potentially leaving R v Keyn in place, and still rendering the old limits of the states of importance.
State jurisdiction under Commonwealth statute
On 4 February 1983, a Proclamation was made under the Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973 (Cth), setting down new baselines, this time for the whole continent, Tasmania, and a number of offshore islands. 87 An earlier set of baselines for southern New South Wales and Tasmania which had been made in 1974 were revoked with the establishment of the new baselines.
Instead of proclaiming the baseline by representing it on a set of charts, the 1983 Proclamation nominated precise basepoints, rather than leave the 84 Commonwealth v Yarmirr (2001) 208 CLR 1, 43-44. 85 Ibid 59. 86 Commonwealth v Yarmirr (2001 ) 208 CLR 1, 60. 87 Commonwealth Gazette, Proclamation No S29, 9 February 1983 , made 4 February 1983 interpretation of the location of such points to a diagrammatic representation. Basepoints are described to the nearest second of latitude and longitude, and while each relates to a particular physical feature, no such features are referred to by name. The 1983 Proclamation also specified that where the coast itself was to provide the territorial sea baseline, it would be measured from the lowest astronomic tide.
There are 396 baselines prescribed in the 1983 Proclamation, and they are divided into three tables: those pertaining to the Australian mainland; those for Tasmania; and those for various groups of offshore islands separated from both the mainland and Tasmania. Notably though, the 1983 Proclamation only establishes baselines along the coasts of the states or the Northern Territory. No specific baselines have been created for any of the external Territories.
The 1983 Proclamation also differed from the 1974 Proclamation by not exhaustively indicating all the baselines or precisely indicating exactly where the baseline of Australia's territorial sea was to be found. The 1983 Proclamation does set down baselines, but it also indicates that these lines are by no means exhaustive. Rather, it adopts the formula for closing lines from Article 7 of the 1958 Territorial Sea Convention, and directs the reader to determine for themselves whether a particular feature should be closed. As such, all bays and river mouths conforming to the definition in Article 7 are to have baselines drawn across them, but the precise location of these lines, and whether indeed a particular feature ought to generate such baselines is left uncertain. This allows the 1983 Proclamation to close features such as Sydney Harbour or Port Phillip Bay without the necessity of setting down coordinates to do so.
The reasons why an exhaustive listing of basepoints was not embarked upon can be guessed at. The vastness of the Australian coastline would have made the job a most difficult and laborious one. By utilising the formula, this additional labour was rendered unnecessary. It also had the advantage of extending the ambit of the Proclamation to the external Territories as well, even though no specific baselines related to them. As such, Australia could contend that for over 10 years it has asserted its right to baselines across various features in the Australian Antarctic Territory without objection, whereas the proclamation of specific baselines would have been problematic, extremely laborious, and almost certainly inviting objection from those States which do not recognise Australia's claim.
The 1983 Proclamation, in setting basepoints for various portions of the coast, also does not completely indicate the precise locale of the territorial sea baseline. The 1983 Proclamation also sets out a convoluted mechanism for the adjustment of lines between basepoints in the event that such a line crosses a feature that is above the low water mark. When the line between two specified basepoints encounters a feature above water at the lowest astronomic tide, the territorial sea baseline incorporates the feature, and then continues along its path.
As In addition to specifying straight baselines, the Proclamation also retains the formula of creating additional baselines in certain circumstances, in a fashion that draws heavily from the Law of the Sea Convention. Such baselines are deemed to exist where there are permanent harbourworks, the mouth of a river or certain types of bay. Any bays closed in this fashion must be less than 24 nautical miles wide at the entrance, with allowance for islands in the bay mouth, and have an area of water greater than the area of a semi-circle using the width of the mouth of the bay as its diameter. 92 In addition, the historic bay baselines were revoked and replaced with updated baselines in the same fashion as the wider baseline system in 2006.
More expansive baselines could conceivably be proclaimed in the future, for example, to enclose much of the Great Barrier Reef as a fringing reef. However, it is submitted that a baseline to enclose the Gulf of Carpentaria is unlikely and probably impossible. In 1968, the then Attorney-General, Mr Bowen, in response to an Opposition motion that Australia exert exclusive jurisdiction over the waters of the Gulf, stated: I would simply say that because of the width and configuration of the Gulf of Carpentaria, it is a type of bay which normally under international law, has been accepted as unclaimable. jurisdiction] claim to the Gulf of Carpentaria. In the past we have not acted in such a way as to be able to claim we have excluded people from the area and made it an historic bay.
93
This is suggestive that Australia accepted the requirement of an assertion of jurisdiction over the area of the historic bay for some period of time, and that no such assertion in the past for the Gulf of Carpentaria precluded its claim as an historic bay.
94
This is to say nothing of the likely international protest that would certainly accompany any Australian historic waters claim to the Gulf. Offshore Petroleum Settlement. 96 These areas are vast and extend well beyond the Australian Exclusive Economic Zone, but they are not inconsistent with international law because they are not used as a basis for jurisdiction in themselves (see Figure 1) .
Figure 2. Complicated jurisdiction in South Australia
The identification of state criminal law in adjacent offshore areas does not mean that the state must be the government with responsibility for enforcement, or that the state can prevent the Commonwealth from acting. The Crimes at Sea Act makes it very clear that within the territorial sea, to a distance of 12 nautical miles, state law can operate by its own force, 97 presumably representing what the Commonwealth and the states viewed as a sufficient physical nexus to satisfy the post-Australia Act nexus test. The Crimes at Sea Act indicates that while the criminal law of a state will apply in the adjacent areas in the legislative scheme, it only applies beyond 12 nautical miles by virtue of the force of Commonwealth law.
On the other hand, it is difficult to see that enforcement by a state of its own criminal law on a ship in its adjacent area beyond the territorial sea could be ultra vires. Indeed, the Crimes at Sea Act explicitly notes that enforcement by state and Commonwealth agencies is possible, since Schedule 1 clause 2 provides that where an arrest is effected by state personnel, state laws of evidence and procedure apply, while where the arrest is effected by Commonwealth officers, the rules of evidence and procedure are federal. On the other hand, the explicit reference to state law being applicable by force of Commonwealth law may have the effect of severing the nexus with the state, placing a question over state enforcement, at least independent of Commonwealth collaboration, beyond 12 nautical miles.
Conclusion
The jurisdiction of the Australian states offshore is far from simple. Most confusing, and not generally understood, is that the common law extent of the states is not the same as the waters under their jurisdiction within the territorial sea baselines. In most cases, this difference will favour the proclaimed baselines, as is most graphically demonstrated in the area in the vicinity of Kangaroo Island off the South Australian coast. As discussed above, in Raptis' Case, the High Court held that the waters of the Investigator Strait between Kangaroo Island and 96 See Cullen, above n 10, 65-70 97 Crimes at Sea Act 2001 (Cth) sch 1, cl 2(2). South Australia, including the narrow Backstairs Passage, were not part of South Australia, although the waters of the two great South Australian gulfs, Spencer and St Vincent, were part of South Australia at common law. On the other hand, the Commonwealth's territorial sea baseline proclamations enclose the waters between Kangaroo Island and the mainland as internal waters. This creates a substantial band of waters which are under the Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973 (Cth) internal waters, under South Australian jurisdiction, which are beyond the limits of the state at common law. The complexity is evident in Figure 2 .
Such a disjuncture of jurisdiction is not limited to South Australia, although the illustration is certainly the largest example. It is also an example that is relatively clear, as the courts have rarely considered the status of waters around the Australian coast. Other areas around the country have generally not seen the courts determine the extent of the states at common law. With increasing claims to native title offshore, based on legislation relying on the common law, as well as increasing activity and regulation around the Australian coast, greater clarity as to the limits of the Australian states' jurisdiction would be desirable.
